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A large portion of the Kendall Square rooftop garden was fenced off as of Thursday. Part of the garden will be replaced by
a two-story connector building occupied by Google. The approval process for the connector has been quite controversial, with
the City Council approving the work only after believing the Cambridge Redevelopment Authority had done so, though in fact the
Authority had no quorum at the time. Last week, CRA Executive Director Joseph Tulimieri resigned amidst questions about his
salary and compensation. City Manager Robert W. Healy has appointed Susan Glazer from the city’s Community Development
department to head up the CRA in the interim. Both Tulimieri and administrative assistant Tracy Mercer, who also resigned last
week, did not respond to requests for comment.

Often overshadowed by its engineering and
science counterparts, the School of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences (SHASS) at MIT has been
called the “hidden jewel” of the Institute. Now,
the SHASS has one more award to add to its list
of accolades. On Oct. 2, the MacArthur Foundation announced that it had selected MIT professor
Junot Diaz to receive a MacArthur Fellowship for
his outstanding talent in fiction writing. The foundation awards about 20 so-called “Genius Grants”
each year, which each come with $500,000 of nostrings-attached prize money in installments over
five years.
In an email interview with The Tech, Junot Diaz
stated that the prestigious award essentially meant
two things for him. “It’s a tremendous honor for
my community, which is never honored enough,”
he said, referring to the Latino-American community in which he grew up. “And for five years
Diaz, Page 13

In Short

Add date is today! Make sure you
get your forms in by 5 p.m.!
The UA Fall Festival comedy show
is today at 8 p.m. in La Sala Puerto Rico. See comedians Michael
Ian Black and Hannibal Buress! $10
for MIT students, tickets are available at the door.
The second forum hosted by the
Presidential Transition Advisory
Cabinet is Wed., Oct. 10 from 5 - 7
p.m. in 32-144. They want student
input, go be heard!
Senior portraits for the Technique are next week! Monday
- Friday in W20-451. Check your
email for further details.
Balfour will be on campus Wed.
and Thurs. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
for all of your brass rat servicing
needs.
Splash teacher registration has
been extended to Tues. October
8. Check http://esp.mit.edu for more
details.
Memorial Drive will be closed
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on
Mon. due to the Tufts 10K road race.
Startup bootcamp, a free event
featuring talks by a number of startup founders, begins Oct. 8 at 9 a.m.
The Tech will not publish this
coming Tuesday due to the Columbus Day holiday. Classes resume on Wednesday. Enjoy the
long weekend!
Send news information and tips
to news@tech.mit.edu.

Do students care about the election?

MIT
students 1881
talk about why their peers should care about politics
Established
By Austin Hess
Staff Reporter

With just a month to go before
the presidential election on November 6, MIT students are all talking
politics. Or are they? In light of the
first presidential debate, how do
students feel about voting, elections,
and politics in general this year?
On Wednesday night, students
gathered in various places across
campus to watch the first round of
the presidential debate. The Forum,
an MIT student group that facilitates discussions of political issues,
sponsored one viewing event in the
Stata Center. Before the debate, the
organizers informally polled the attendees. Of the forty people there,
a solid majority identified as being
Obama supporters, while only two
sided with Romney. When asked for
what they were hoping to learn from
the domestic policy-focused debate,
common responses included finding out more details about Romney’s
policies and changes Obama would
make to his economic approach if
reelected. Additionally, almost everyone in the room answered that
they were registered and planning to
vote. Students believed this high level of interest may have been due to
the self-selecting nature of a group
watching a political debate.

people that your great idea is the one
worth following.”
Indeed, many believe that MIT
students should care about politics.
According to Caroline B. Shinkle
’15, leader of the MIT College Republicans, “MIT students do care
about politics. However, the rigor
of the MIT experience makes it less
likely for mass student activism on

campus.”
“Even though politics may not always be at the top of the mind, MIT
students in general are tuned into
the key issues and are more than
willing to share their opinions,” she
said. Shinkle suggested that students
should care because “Most students
are focused on forging a successful
career after MIT or graduate school.

They know that without a vibrant
economy their chances of success
are severely diminished. It comes
down to which candidate has the vision, the background, and the plan
to create that kind of environment.”
While those in politically oriented clubs have a strong political
Politics, Page 12

Why should MIT students
care about politics?
“Freshmen come to MIT hoping
to change the world, and to do that
we need to understand what’s going on,” Naren P. Tallapragada ‘13
said, “Politics is the art of convincing

Emily Kellison-Linn—The Tech

Students prepare to watch the presidential debate on Wednesday night in the Stata Center during an
event hosted by The Forum, MIT’s political discussion group, in collaboration with MIT College Democrats
and MIT College Republicans. Members of The Forum led discussions before and after the debate.
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STAFF METEorologist

Autumn weather is often
characterized by large swings in
temperature from one day to the
next, and this weekend will be
no exception. After several days
of cloudy, drizzly conditions, today will be warm and dry, with
highs reaching into the upper
70°F’s. With southerly warm air
advection, 80°F is not beyond
the realm of possibility. The
warm temperatures will persist
tomorrow before a cold front

that is trailing a low in Canada
moves through tomorrow night.
There is a chance of showers tomorrow afternoon/evening, but
the main effect of the front will
be to drop the temperatures.
Indeed, Sunday’s high is expected to be quite a bit chillier,
only reaching the mid 50°F’s.
An intensifying low moving up
the coast will bring widespread
rainfall on Sunday afternoon
and evening. Clear skies should
rebound for the holiday on
Monday, but with cooler than
normal temperatures.
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Extended Forecast
Today: Partly cloudy. High 78°F (26°C). Winds calm before
becoming southerly at 5-7 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low 60°F (16°C). Winds from the
southwest at 5-7 mph.
Tomorrow: Partly sunny with a chance of showers in the
afternoon. High 76°F (24°C). Low 47°F (8°C). Winds from
the southwest at 10-15 mph, gusting to 25 mph.
Sunday: Mostly cloudy with rain likely in the early evening. High 57°F (14°C). Low 43°F (6°C). Winds from the
north at 5-10 mph.
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Iranians reach step No. 9 — after all
the sanctions are gone and badly
depressed oil revenues have begun to flow again — would there
be a “suspension” of the mediumenriched uranium production at
the deep underground site called
Fordow.
Obama administration officials
say the deal is intended to generate headlines, but would not guarantee that Iran cannot produce a
weapon.
“The way they have structured it,
you can move the fuel around, and
it stays inside the country,” a senior
Obama administration official said.
“They could restart the program in
a nanosecond. They don’t have to
answer any questions from the inspectors” about evidence that they
conducted research on nuclear
weapons technology, but nonetheless would insist on a statement
from the agency that all issues have
been resolved.
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WASHINGTON — With harsh
economic sanctions contributing
to the first major protests in Iran in
three years, Iranian officials have
begun to describe what they call a
“nine-step plan” to defuse the nuclear crisis with the West, by gradually suspending the production of
the uranium that would be easiest
for them to convert into a nuclear
weapon.
But the plan requires so many
concessions by the West, starting
with the dismantling of all the sanctions that are blocking oil sales and
setting off the collapse of the Iranian currency, that U.S. officials have
dismissed it as unworkable. Nonetheless, Iranian officials used their
visit to the United Nations last week
to attempt to drum up support, indicating that the country’s supreme
leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, is

W

finally feeling the pressure.
“Within the intelligence community, I think it’s fair to say that
there is split opinion about whether the upper level of the regime is
getting seriously worried,” one senior intelligence official said when
asked why the Iranians appeared
to be backing away from their earlier stand that nothing would stop
them from producing more medium-enriched uranium, which can
be turned into bomb fuel in a matter of months.
“He’s erratic, and we’ve seen
him walk up to the edge of deals
before and walk away,” the official
said, referring to Khamenei.
The Iranian plan is based on a
proposal made to European officials in July. It essentially calls for
step-by-step dismantling of the
sanctions, while the Iranians end
work at one of two sites where they
are enriching what is known as “20
percent uranium.” Only when the

The New York Times
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Warmth today/tomorrow
before temps drop Sunday
By Allison A. Wing

By David E. Sanger
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ney as failing to provide more specifics about his economic plans,
Romney insisted on responding.
“No, but,” Lehrer said as Romney kept on going. He spoke for
a minute, completing his entire
thought without interruption
from the moderator.
Because the first five topic areas took up more than 15 minutes
each, the candidates had only
three minutes to talk about the
sixth topic, cures for partisan gridlock in Washington.
In an email, Lehrer said he
thought the new format accomplished its purpose, “which was
to facilitate direct, extended exchanges between the candidates
about issues of substance.” He
continued, “Part of my moderator
mission was to stay out of the way
of the flow, and I had no problems
with doing so. My only real personal frustration was discovering
that 90 minutes was not enough
time in that more open format to
cover every issue that deserved
attention.”
The critiques came from several sides of the media spectrum.

Iranian officials offer plan
to end nuclear crisis

11
5

The Oglala Sioux Tribe will propose lifting an alcohol ban
on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota as a
way to regulate the flow of alcohol onto the reservation, which
has been plagued by alcohol problems for years, officials said
Thursday.
Pine Ridge is a dry reservation where tribal members can
be arrested if the police even suspect drunkenness, like slurred
speech or a wobbly gait. The reservation has disproportionately
high rates of health and crime problems related to drinking.
This week, a federal court judge in Nebraska dismissed the
tribe’s $500 million lawsuit against beer dealers in the neighboring town of Whiteclay, Neb., where four stores sell some
13,000 cans of beer and malt liquor each day, almost all of it to
residents of Pine Ridge. Whiteclay has a population of about 10
people, while Pine Ridge has 45,000.
James Big Boy, chairman of the Oglala Sioux’s Law and Order Committee, said he planned to submit a proposal to the
tribal council during the next few weeks calling for a public vote
on whether to permit alcohol sales on Pine Ridge. It is unlikely,
however, that a referendum could be held before scheduled
tribal elections in November.
—Timothy Williams, The New York Times

The new format for the presidential debate prompted plenty
of partisan debate online — as did
the performance of the moderator, Jim Lehrer.
Lehrer’s light touch was widely
criticized during and after the debate Wednesday night, particularly by Democrats who felt that
President Barack Obama’s Republican challenger, Mitt Romney,
effectively moderated the debate
himself. Speaking to CNN after the
debate, Stephanie Cutter, Obama’s
deputy campaign manager, said,
“I sometimes wondered if we even
needed a moderator because we
had Mitt Romney. We should rethink that for the next debate.”
But conservatives suggested
that critiques of Lehrer were
just excuses for Obama’s poor
performance.
Lehrer, 78, the former anchor
of the “NewsHour” on PBS, moderated 11 presidential debates
between 1988 and 2008. He had
sworn off moderating future de-

0°

South Dakota tribe considers
lifting alcohol ban

bates until the Commission on
Presidential Debates convinced
him to come back this year.
He said he was persuaded by
the potential of the new format:
It allowed for six 15-minute conversations, each starting with a
question and two-minute answers
from each candidate. The format
was appealing to Lehrer, who has
consistently said that his job as
moderator is to get out of the way
and get the candidates talking.
He succeeded in getting out of
the candidates’ way in Wednesday night’s debate, and when he
did speak, it was often in phrases like, “excuse me,” “wait” and
“please.” Throughout the evening,
he strained to interrupt when the
candidates went over their allotted time. And at one point he
faced a testy Obama, who complained that the moderator had
cut him off by saying that time was
up.
“I had five seconds before you
interrupted me,” Obama said.
At other times, both candidates
seemed to completely ignore Lehrer. When Obama criticized Rom-

The New York Times
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Facebook on Thursday announced that it had topped one
billion active users, meaning users who visited the site within a
month. Although a few companies can claim to have had more
than a billion customers, Facebook is the first social network to
hit that number.
Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s chief executive and founder, made the announcement in a blog post on the company’s
website.
“If you’re reading this: thank you for giving me and my little
team the honor of serving you,” Zuckerberg wrote. “Helping a billion people connect is amazing, humbling and by far the thing I
am most proud of in my life.”
Facebook shared some information on what its billion users
have been doing on the site. People have used the “Like” button
more than 1.1 trillion times since it was added in February 2009.
There have been more than 140 billion friend connections.
—Nick Bilton, The New York Times

By Brian Stelter
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Facebook tops one billion
active users

After debate, a harsh light
falls on a moderator

5°

JERUSALEM — The mainstream newspaper Maariv is on the
verge of closing, apparently having lost a fierce 64-year contest
against the populist Hebrew tabloid Yediot Aharonot. On Thursday, Haaretz, the flagship broadsheet of Israel’s left-wing intelligentsia, was not published for the first time in three decades; the
newsroom held a one-day strike to protest the planned layoff of
scores of employees.
Israel’s print media are in crisis, squeezed by both the global
pressures of the digital age and a small, crowded Hebrew-language market that is undergoing convulsions of its own. Channel
10, one of Israel’s two commercial television stations, also hangs
precariously, waiting to be salvaged either by the government or
by investment from abroad.
Media experts here speak of an ominous trend: a once-diverse
news bazaar that is becoming more concentrated and prone to
political influence. In particular, they say, the economics of the
print media have been skewed by the arrival five years ago of Israel Hayom, a free national newspaper owned by Sheldon Adelson, a conservative U.S. billionaire who is a staunch supporter of
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. Israel Hayom, viewed as
pro-Netanyahu, now claims the widest distribution of any Hebrew newspaper on weekdays. Public television and radio have
also come under tighter state control.
—Isabel Kershner, The New York Times
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Dark days for Israel’s media
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By Alissa J. Rubin
and Habib Zahori
The New York Times

KABUL, Afghanistan — The Afghan president, Hamid Karzai, on
Thursday accused the United States
of playing a “double game” by fighting a war against Afghan insurgents
rather than their backers in Pakistan,
and by refusing to supply his country with the weapons it needs to
fight enemies across the border. He
threatened to turn to China, India
and Russia for those arms.
He also accused the Western
news media of trying to undermine
the confidence of the Afghan people
by publishing articles suggesting
that a civil war and economic collapse might follow the departure
of NATO troops at the end of 2014.
However, he also promised, using
his strongest words to date, that he
would step down from the presidency and that there would be an
election.
“No circumstance, no foreign
propaganda or intervention and no
insecurity can prevent the election
from happening,” Karzai said at a

news conference. It was the second
time in recent days that Karzai had
sounded angry and resentful over
the policies of his U.S. partners, and
his comments Thursday were among
his most pointedly critical in recent
years, Afghan analysts said, suggesting that the always rocky relationship between the two countries is
hitting a new low. Karzai touched
on a number of similar points in an
interview with the CBS program “60
Minutes” on Sunday.
“NATO and Afghanistan should
fight this war where terrorism stems
from,” Karzai said Thursday, alluding to the safe havens in Pakistan
where the Taliban take refuge. “But
the United States is not ready to go
and fight the terrorists there. This
shows a double game. They say one
thing and do something else.
“If this war is against insurgency,
then it is an Afghan and internal issue, then why are you here? Let us
take care of it.
“But if you are here to fight terrorism, then you should go to where
their safe havens are and where terrorism is financed and manufactured,” he said.

He also expressed frustration
about the lack of sophisticated
weapons from NATO countries,
saying, “Are we going to wait and
do nothing, or should we buy them
from Russia, China, India or other
countries?”
The relationship between Afghanistan and the U.S. has been on a
downward slide since midsummer,
shortly after a conference in Tokyo
at which Western countries pledged
$16 billion to support Afghanistan
through 2015.
In August, a tense and unpleasant row began between the two
countries over the terms for handing
over Afghan prisoners at the U.S.run detention facility in Parwan.
With most prisoners handed over,
the U.S. halted the remaining transfers in September after indications
that the Afghans might release some
of the most dangerous ones. The
Afghans were furious and charged
the U.S. with breaking the terms of
a memorandum of understanding
on the hand-over. It took a lengthy
phone call by President Barack
Obama to Karzai to get discussions
back on track.

Fed members in accord on
bond buying, minutes show
By Annie Lowrey
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Policymakers at the Federal Reserve were
nearly united last month in their
belief that the economic recovery
needed additional help and that
the central bank had the ability to
provide it, according to the official
account of the meeting released
Thursday.
“All members but one agreed
that the outlook for economic
activity and inflation called for
additional monetary accommodation,” read the minutes of the
September meeting, and participants were particularly concerned
about the high unemployment
rate.
The minutes, which summarize the discussions at the Fed’s
top policymaking meeting, are
routinely released three weeks after the meeting’s end.
At the last meeting, held Sept.
12-13, the Fed announced a major

round of asset purchases aimed
at stimulating the economy and
pulling down the stubbornly high
unemployment rate, which has
ranged from 8.1 to 8.3 percent this
year.
In their discussions leading
up to the decision, many at the
meeting noted the uncertainty
surrounding the economy, given
the risks posed by the continuing debt crisis in Western Europe
and the major tax increases and
spending cuts due to hit next year
in the United States. And “a number of participants” expressed
uncertainty about the impact the
new Fed program might have and
how it might complicate monetary
policy in the future.
Thus, the Fed minutes said the
committee adopted a “flexible approach” that would allow the Fed
“to tailor its policy response over
time.”
Many Federal Reserve officials
indicated that they would also
support providing more explicit

guidance on interest rate policies.
The Fed intends to keep shortterm interest rates near zero at
least until mid-2015.
But the minutes said that
“many” officials suggested tying
the guidance to economic benchmarks, like the unemployment
rate, rather than to the calendar.
“A change in the calendar date
might be interpreted pessimistically as a downgrade of the committee’s economic outlook rather
than as conveying the committee’s determination to support the
economic recovery,” some participants noted, according to the
minutes.
Moreover, using economic
data rather than a specific date
might allow financial markets to
adjust their expectations of Federal Reserve policy more fluidly.
Still, Fed officials indicated that
choosing an economic benchmark might be difficult, implying
that the policy change would not
be an imminent one.

Anxiety rises as Iranian currency
falls by 40 percent
By Thomas Erdbrink
The New York Times

TEHRAN, Iran — For months,
since the imposition of harsh, U.S.led sanctions over Iran’s nuclear
program, the country’s leaders have
sworn they would never succumb to
Western pressures, and they scoffed
at the idea that the measures were
having any serious impact. But after a week in which the Iranian currency, the rial, fell by a shocking
40 percent and protests began to
rumble through the capital, no one
is making light of the mounting costs
of confrontation.
In the Iranian capital, all anyone
can talk about is the rial, and how
lives have been turned upside down
in one terrible week. Every elevator ride, office visit, or quick run to
the supermarket brings new gossip about the currency’s drop and a
swirl of speculation about who is to
blame.
“Better buy now,” one rice seller

advised Abbas Sharabi, a retired
factory guard, who had decided to
buy 900 pounds of Iran’s most basic
staple in order to feed his extended
family for a year.
“As I was gathering my money,
the man received a phone call,” said
Sharabi, smoking cigarette after
cigarette on Thursday while waiting
for a bus. “When he hung up he told
me prices had just gone up by 10 percent. Of course I paid. God knows
how much it will cost tomorrow.”
While only a few people actually
need to exchange the rial for foreign
currency, its value is one of the few
clear indicators of the state of the
economy, and its fall has sharply
raised the prices of most staples.
In Tehran, many residents spend
their days calling on money changers and visiting banks, deliberating
whether to sell their rials now or wait
for a miracle that would restore the
rates to old levels, or for even a modest rally from the panic-driven lows
of the last week.

“The fluctuations are so large
that nobody knows whether it is better to wait or to change now,” said
Ahmad, 65, as he shared a taxi to
the west Tehran neighborhood of
Sadeghiyeh.
“I am so fed up,” said Ahmad, a
garment seller, who like others here
did not want to be identified by his
full name for fear of retribution from
the authorities. “I want to have a
normal life, but from breakfast, to
lunch to dinner, everybody only nervously talks of hard currency.”
Like many residents of the capital, Ahmad had tuned in to President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s news
conference on Tuesday, hoping that
he would offer some sort of solution.
Instead, Ahmadinejad attributed
most of the rial’s weakness to currency speculators and the sanctions,
saying that it is only natural that
the currency should suffer when it
is possible to sell oil only in small
quantities and when it is hard to
make international bank transfers.

New Boston busing debate, four
decades after fervid clashes
BOSTON — Nearly four decades after this city was convulsed by
violence over court-ordered busing to desegregate its public schools,
Boston is working to reduce its reliance on busing in a school system
that is now made up largely of minority students.
Although court-ordered busing ended more than two decades
ago, and only 13 percent of students in the public schools today are
white, the school district buses 64 percent of its students in kindergarten through eighth grade to schools outside their immediate
neighborhoods. The city has tried twice in the last decade to change
the system and failed both times.
“Children are being bused now because they have been bused
for 40 years and no one has had the political courage to dismantle
it,” said Lawrence DiCara, a former Boston city councilor who supported busing in the 1970s and is writing a book about the city in that
era. “Now, there are no white kids to be integrated. Everyone is being
randomly bused. It doesn’t make sense.”
—Katharine Q. Seelye, The New York Times

Los Angeles police to revise
immigrant detention policy
LOS ANGELES — The police here will soon stop turning over illegal immigrants arrested for low-level crimes to federal immigration officials for deportation, Police Chief Charlie Beck announced
Thursday.
At a news conference, Beck said he hoped to put in place protocols
by the start of next year, under which the Los Angeles police will no
longer honor requests from federal agencies to detain illegal immigrants who are arrested for nonviolent offenses like driving without a
license, illegal vending or being drunk in public unless they were part
of a street gang or had a criminal record.
The announcement was the biggest and potentially most controversial step yet for Beck, who has been in his post since 2009, into
the highly politicized waters of immigration enforcement. Under Secure Communities, a federal program that began in 2008, local law
enforcement agencies share with federal Immigration and Customs
Enforcement officials the fingerprints of everyone they arrest.
But Beck said the program had impeded efforts to keep the city
safe by eroding trust between the Police Department and the communities in Los Angeles.
“Community trust is extremely important to effective policing,” he
said. “So it’s my intent, by issuing this change in procedures, that we
gain this trust back.”
—Ian Lovett, The New York Times

Global food prices on the rise,
UN says
WASHINGTON — Global prices for meats, dairy products and
cereals resumed rising last month, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization reported Thursday, adding to concerns that
developing countries may face food shortages.
The agency said that on average, prices rose 1.4 percent in September, after remaining steady in July and August. Scorching heat
and drought in the United States, Russia and Europe constricted agricultural production and pushed up prices of corn and soybeans to
record highs, the report said.
The largest increases were for dairy products, which rose 7 percent in September, their sharpest climb since January 2011. Higher
feed costs were a major factor in the increase, and also helped to drive
meat prices up 2.1 percent, especially in the “grain intensive” pork
and poultry industries, the report said.
Cereal prices rose 1 percent, and the food agency forecast a decline in global cereal production this year.
Despite the recent price increases, the agency’s overall food price
index, which measures monthly price changes for a basket of goods
including cereals, oilseeds, dairy products, meat and sugar, remains
below the levels it reached in 2011, when high food prices led to unrest
in the Middle East and northern Africa. But the index is close to its
levels of 2008, when food costs set off riots in several countries.
—Ron Nixon, The New York Times

Philippine ex-president is
arrested in hospital
MANILA, Philippines — Former President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo of the Philippines was arrested Thursday on corruption charges
related to allegations of misuse of $8.8 million in state lottery funds
during her administration.
Arroyo, who is now a member of the Philippine Congress, checked
herself into a government medical facility after the warrant was issued and shortly before it was served. Police officials said she was arrested while in a hospital bed. It was unclear whether she would be
transferred to a jail cell later.
“Congresswoman Gloria Macapagal Arroyo is now under arrest
and in detention, under the custody of the Philippine National Police,” Senior Superintendent Joel Coronel said after the warrant was
served.
Coronel said Arroyo was suffering from dehydration and hypertension. She was in the same hospital suite where she spent about
eight months under detention on separate charges of rigging an election before her release in July after a judge found evidence against
her to be weak.
Arroyo is under investigation in connection with a variety of corruption offenses said to have been committed during her time as
president, from 2001 to 2010. Additional charges are expected to be
filed in the coming months. She has maintained that she is innocent
of all allegations against her.
The new charges are related to accusations that Arroyo and members of her administration repeatedly stole money from the national
lottery between 2008 and 2010.
The prosecution of Arroyo is a cornerstone of the anti-corruption
campaign of her successor, President Benigno S. Aquino III. A presidential spokesman said Thursday that the case was in the hands of
the courts and declined to discuss the matter in detail.
—Floyd Whaley, The New York Times
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Karzai accuses US of duplicity
in fighting Afghan enemies
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EdX, MIT’s online learning platform,
has a lot of things going for it.
EdX has powerful institutional backers: first MIT and Harvard, and later
Berkeley. EdX has a lot of money: $30
million each from the founding partners. EdX has a lot of users: over 150,000
registered for its first course, over 7,000
of whom successfully completed it.
But edX lacks something vital, without
which it will fail in it’s stated mission to
improve residential education at MIT:
edX lacks a clear vision.
Let’s put aside “educating the world”
for now. Free, MIT-caliber online education for anybody with an Internet connection is a great goal, but it’s separate
from President L. Rafael Reif’s intent to
“integrate online technologies into the
campus experience” with the purpose of
offering his students the best residential
education. It is this idea — that MIT can
use edX to improve education right here
on the north bank of the Charles — that
deserves very careful scrutiny.
To put it more concretely: What will
a successful implementation of edX actually look like? And what do we mean
by “successful”? In a Wall Street Journal
column this week, Reif said edX could
essentially “flip the classroom” — that
is, students do more mechanical learning online (like listening to lectures and
answering quiz questions), and come
to class to synthesize and analyze that
material under the expert guidance of a
faculty member.

Problem is, the details stop there
and we have not seen serious, sustained
efforts on MIT’s part to rally faculty
around a process which sets standards
for success and a clear vision for what
will happen in the “flipped classroom.”
Do the faculty resources even exist to
support “meaningful back-and-forth
exchanges” between students and professors, assuming lecture-learning happens at home on a laptop? Do we have
the necessary educational spaces and
equipment to support substantially
richer in-class learning? And as was
raised in last month’s MIT Faculty Newsletter, how do humanities fit into the
equation when edX feels so tailored to
science/engineering courses?

EdX is an opportunity
to take a fresh look
at how we’ve been
educating and to
consider what we
want to change.
On top of that, the verdict is still out
on what’s good and bad about the traditional college education model. It’s not
easy to evaluate what teaching techniques work and which just waste everybody’s time, nor is it easy to evaluate
how well MIT currently educates. (Do
we measure success by average income

of our graduates? The number accepted
to top graduate programs? Self-reported
satisfaction measures?)
EdX is an opportunity to take a fresh
look at how we’ve been educating and
to consider what we want to change. We
should come in with few assumptions,
because it just may be that — were we
to take a closer look — we’d find that
the way we’re teaching today is not accomplishing what we want to, and much
should be thrown out with the dawn of
digital education.
To be fair, edX backers have long
said that the online learning platform
is in large part a giant research project,
designed to discover the pedagogy that
works best according to some (unspecified) educational benchmarks. This
is a great approach, but it’s high time
we — or at the very least, MIT faculty
— start seeing more specifics: data collected from the 6.002x pilot, proposed
avenues for future pedagogical development, and standards by which we can
know edX is working. And edX officials
should take the time to respond publicly
to critiques of edX made in the Faculty
Newsletter.
A final point: We do believe technology like edX can improve residential education. And the work that has been done
so far is impressive. But edX’s promise of
exceptional impact deserves exceptional review — from students, faculty, and
MIT Corporation members alike. Let’s
revolutionize education together.

guest column

The solution to arrogance: humility
Leave behind the resume-building attitude
By Daniel Wendel
While I agree with the spirit and overall
theme of Feras Saad’s article, “The arrogance of freshmen” (i.e. that taking advantage of opportunities at MIT is more important than the fact that you got in here),
several sentences had a tone that belied
another form of arrogance. The worst was, “
… taking four classes a semester and getting
A’s … is not much to brag about, but taking
the initiative to research with professors
or intern in industry certainly is,” followed
closely by, “One can take four classes a semester and cruise through an MIT degree
by junior year.”
While it is true that many MIT students
have a strong enough high school background to finish a degree in three years,
and many also have the ability to get all A’s
if taking “only” four classes, this is not true
for everyone. Several of the large freshman
classes have curves centered at B+, meaning that a full 50 percent of the class will receive a B or worse! I and most of my close
friends at MIT struggled in at least one class
during our MIT careers. In my case, I was
elated when I saw that Prof. Winston had
given me B in 6.034, up from the C I would
have gotten if not for his willingness to forgive a terrible prior exam grade if I was able
to demonstrate knowledge of the material

on the final. In fact, my entire Course 6 GPA
was only barely high enough to qualify for
the M.Eng program, and I never took more
than 54 units and only began UROPing my
senior year. To make matters worse, the
dean of admissions who admitted my class
was later shown to be a fraud, causing many
of my classmates to wonder if we were simply here by way of an oversight! So I know
what it feels like to wonder if you’re up to
the MIT challenge.

Don’t stress over your
GPA, your course load,
or how many UROPs or
job offers you have.
Of course, I’m not comparing myself to
today’s freshmen, who seem to be smarter
and more capable every year. But to those
who are taking only three or four classes
and are still struggling, I just want to say: you
are doing fine. Some of your friends may be
getting all A’s, holding multiple simultaneous UROP positions, and chastising you for
“wasting this opportunity” or some similar
baloney, but don’t listen to them. I mean,
I agree that you shouldn’t waste this opportunity by focusing on letter grades, but
piling on more commitments and higher
expectations is not the way to go. Part of
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maturity, which is guided by humility, is being okay with who you are and what you are
capable of, and then doing a few things well
rather than overloading on “opportunities”
in order to pad your resume.
Yes, push yourself and venture outside
your comfort zone. Try something new. Try
something you will fail at! But leave behind
the resume-building attitude that says you
must do everything and seize every possible opportunity in order to get into college.
You’re here. You belong here. But you are
not the most capable person here. So don’t
stress over your GPA, your course load, or
how many UROPs or job offers you have. If
taking three classes a semester and working
hard to overcome testing anxiety to get all
B’s leaves you truly understanding subject
material you care about, you will have done
better for yourself when you graduate in five
years than that other guy we all know who is
graduating in three years with a 5.0, two majors, three recommendations from UROP
professors, and absolutely no idea how to
do anything except “succeed” at any metric
set up for him by anyone other than himself.
Or at least I hope that’s true, or I’m about
one year, one major, .5 average grade points,
and two UROPs behind.
Daniel Wendel is a research associate
in the Department of Urban Studies and
Planning.
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Childcare — a gift for the MIT family
Looking for a more progressive allocation of childcare slots
As students and researchers, we often
fall into the trap of disproportionately offering critique over praise and expressing misgivings over thanks. Regardless of whether
this is some unavoidable part of human
nature or a result of admissions selecting
for overly critical creative thinkers, we must
all make an improved effort to recognize
instances of selfless philanthropy, compassionate leadership, and keen foresight and
offer high praise where it is due. It was with
great excitement and optimism that we read
The Tech’s article breaking news of the new
daycare facility at 219 Vassar to open in less
than a year’s time. Though David Koch’s and
Charles and Jennifer Johnson’s building will
never host a cure to cancer or solution to the
energy crisis, it will deliver in two equally
critical ways which the Institute desperately
needs right now:
First, this project has the potential to
bring unparalleled assistance, balance, and
happiness to the MIT community. Just as
individual students often forgo sleep and
healthy lifestyles to pass classes and advance research so too can the Institute prioritize its noble goals at the expense of its own
well-being. We are in awe of and incredibly
grateful for the Koch’s and Johnson’s compassionate prioritization of “living well” in
an age when many might be more interested
in helping to keep the Institute “working
well”. Roughly 1,000 graduate students, postdoctoral researchers, and research scientists

(the total size of the faculty) serve simultaneously as researchers and parents. Many
of these families live on a single income, the
result of U.S. immigration and visa policy.
Though we are often told how fortunate we
are to be researchers at a place like MIT,
imagine telling this to a family of four, living on $29,000 a year — an amount which is
nearly identical to the annual cost of 5-day
daycare. The point here is that this daycare
facility provides a real, immediate-term solution to the child care shortage facing students, faculty, and staff. With the increasing
number of young professionals to enter the
city through Kendall Square, the rising cost
of childcare, and the unfortunate zero-sum
competitive game faculty, staff, and students
were forced to play for childcare spots on
campus, this project can and should aim to
address the simultaneous issues of availability and affordability. This will free the minds
and hands of our community so that they
may tackle larger goals.
Second, we view this as an opportunity
to begin turning the page on an old way of
thinking about our MIT community. For too
long have we siloed the MIT family into the
buckets of undergraduate, graduate, postdoc, staff, and faculty. Though these labels
and distinctions have practical usefulness
when it comes to conducting research and
creating knowledge, they should play no
role in determining how we are treated and
served as human beings. We view this great

and sudden offering of childcare as an opportunity to model how we should view and
strive to serve our community — not projected along the hierarchy of academia but instead the smooth distribution of our diverse
backgrounds and financial needs. Though
many have commented on the impact childcare has on MIT’s ability to attract and retain
talent, we would challenge this view as it
treats a common family necessity — one that
is equally experienced across multiple communities at MIT — as an incentivization tool
for the prospective few rather than a genuine
community service for the existing whole.
It is our hope that the opening of these additional childcare facilities on campus will
allow a careful look at further extension of
childcare services to other communities at
MIT beyond early-faculty, including graduate students, postdocs, and staff.
We are particularly excited by these
aforementioned opportunities and the Institute’s, donor’s, and work-life subcommittee’s commitment to the designation of new
resources. Graduate student leaders and
administrators have already begun conversations about child care, considering both
the to-be-determined particulars of this
new care center and a broader, more longterm vision for childcare on campus. Moving
forward, our collaboration will be guided by
the input and desires of our constituencies,
which we would summarize as the following:
1. Childcare should be made available to

all MIT Community members without regard to position and should be distributed in
proportion to demand.
2. As long as the Provost’s office is able to
retain a certain number of childcare spots
for attracting faculty an equal number of
slots should be set aside by the Chancellor’s
office for students, faculty, and staff that lack
the financial means to otherwise afford the
service elsewhere. We must balance the recruitment of the best with the needs of the
least fortunate.
3. Pricing schemes should be set more
closely to equal-burden rather than flat rate.
Those who make more should pay more
than those who make less. This could also be
implemented via a discount or scholarship
system for lower income families.
Brian Spatocco - GSC President
Randi Cabezas - GSC Housing
and Community Affairs Chair
Nathaniel Schafheimer - GSC Housing and Community Affairs Chair
Kay Everett - GWAMIT
Thomas Cruzier - VP Postdoc
Association
Piro Siuti - President Postdoc
Association
Eveline Geiser - Advocacy Chair
Postdoc Association
Patrick Tierney - Research Scientist

Reagan/Carter debate, 2.0

Campaign reenergized as Governor Romney owned the debates
By AJ Edelman
Chris Matthews looked like he was about
to have a meltdown: “What was Romney doing? He was WINNING,” he yelled after what
had roundly been viewed as a resounding win for Governor Romney in the first
presidential debate on Wednesday evening.
Echoing Matthews was a chorus of negative
reviews by political pundits on the left:
“Obama looks like he does need a teleprompter … How did the president prepare
for this?! … The president seemed listless
… angry at times. … He seemed testy …
Romney wanted to be there, [the president]
didn’t want to be there.” The response from
right-leaning pundits was even more emphatic, and in all of the post-debate panels
there was one clear theme: Romney dominated the debate, relentlessly hitting President Obama on the specifics of his policies.

The president seemed unable to respond to
his surprisingly energetic challenger. While
President Obama spoke for four minutes
longer than did Romney, the governor was
able to effectively own the stage, as he completely controlled the debate on the economy, Medicare, and healthcare.
The real question, of course, is whether
the win will translate into votes. Make no
mistake, it will. While there are a few debates
of recent historical significance (Reagan/
Carter, Nixon/Kennedy, Clinton/Bush) that
arguably have provided flashpoints in the
respective races, it has been generally accepted that debates rarely make a large difference in elections. However this seemed
to be one such historic debate. Similar to
the Reagan/Carter debate, the incumbent
seemed unable to defend his own record,
and the American voters were introduced to
a challenger who looked at times like he fit

the role of president more than the incumbent. In fact, according to an opinion in The
Washington Times: “Not since Jimmy Carter
faced Ronald Reagan has the U.S. presidency been so embarrassingly represented in
public.”

The real question, of
course, is whether the
win will translate into
votes.
Going into the debate, American’s believed 2 to 1 that the President would win
the debate. Following the debate, only 25
percent believed that he did. Of registered
voters polled by CNN, Romney bested the
president in every category polled, from the
economy to overall favorability. Of those

polled, 58 percent believed that Romney
came off as a stronger leader, while 35 percent stated that they were more likely to vote
for the governor given the debate’s outcome
(compared to 18 percent for the president).
Historically, such a reaction to a debate
would provide a powerful wave of momentum in the victor’s favor, boosting not only
poll numbers but also donations. More importantly in this election, where voter turnout will be crucial to the Republican strategy, the base will be reenergized, catalyzing
“get out the vote” efforts.
Romney has five weeks to overcome an
eight-point deficit in Ohio, a state that is
virtually a must win to secure victory in the
Electoral College. It looks like this is going to
be a strong booster shot for the governor’s
campaign. In the coming days look for the
polls to tighten in the swing states in the runup to the vice-presidential debate in a week.

guest column

A new kind of classroom

What happens to the classroom when students can learn all the material online?
By Sam Shames
With the evolution of massive open online course (MOOC) and online learning, in
the near future students will no longer need
a lecture to learn material. We are already
seeing the beginning of this trend; independent learners can teach themselves in an
online environment and receive immediate
feedback. This represents a major change in
model of education. Teachers are no longer
the gatekeepers of knowledge and students
can take charge of their own educations. The
democratizing of knowledge will completely
reshape the classroom. When students no
longer need to come to lecture to learn the
material, what role does the classroom have
in education? Where is the added value?

The current model for
the classroom was born
out of scarcity.
The current model for the classroom was
born out of scarcity. The professor was the
only person who had the knowledge of the
subject and the most efficient way to distribute that knowledge was for him or her to lecture in front of students. This model could be
scaled up to lectures of hundreds of students
and has successfully educated millions
students for hundreds of years. This model
worked, in part because there was no other
way for the students to get the information
the professor was teaching.
Today, the very same information is on-

line. Through resources like Khan Academy,
edX, and other MOOCs, students can learn
the same material as before but at their own
pace and with instant feedback. As Salman
A. Khan ’98 likes to say, this new model flips
the classroom; students learn all the equations, definitions, and concepts for a subject
independently, spending as much time as
necessary on each topic. Many MOOCs offer
tests and practice problems, providing students a chance to demonstrate mastery. In
short, students no longer need to attend lecture to get every concept that lecture offered.
As the shift evolves, the role of the classroom must change. The classroom of tomorrow must offer students something they cannot get online. To use the language of one of
the most influential teachers in my life, the
students need to be essential — a professor
can still give the same lecture to an empty
room, but a hands-on classroom cannot
exist without students. The best way for the
classroom to stay relevant is for it to showcase the value of face-to-face interaction.
One potential model which fits those
criteria is for the classroom to evolve into
a space where students work on independent projects related to the topics they are
learning online. Through these independent
projects, students get the chance to learn
through doing — something MIT students
are already familiar with — to answer their
own questions, to explore the boundaries
of their knowledge, and to take control and
teach themselves. Getting a chance to take
what they learned online and apply it in the
real world is something students can only

get by coming to an actual classroom.
In the classroom, students would bring
what they are learning to life, designing and
conducting independent research projects
that answer the questions the students ask
about the material. The skills these projects
require — defining the scope of a project,
creating a controlled experiment, analyzing the results and reaching conclusions
— complement the skills that students can
teach themselves online. Furthermore,
these skills are as essential to an education
but are not stressed in today’s classroom.
Before beginning an independent project, a student could be asked to write a proposal outline the scope of the project, what
they hope to learn, how they will know if
they are successful, and what they expect
the biggest challenges to be. At the end of a
project, students will write an evaluation describing the strengths and weakness of their
method, what they learned, what questions
still remain, and what they would change.
These evaluations and proposals help the
students develop effective communication
skills. Over the course of a project, students
can give presentations describing how their
research is going. Some projects might even
result in posters, robots, research papers,
and more; however, learning the process is
more important than whether or not a specific project produces something tangible.
The research skills which students can
develop in the hands-on classroom will
serve students far beyond their time in
school. The process that a student learns
over the course of an independent research

project can be applied to any type of learning. I know this because I have experienced
it first-hand.

Skills these projects
require complement the
skills that students can
teach themselves online.
My senior year of high school I did a program called Senior Year Project and conducted an independent research project
by following a similar process to the one I
outlined. Over the course of my project, I
wrote a successful grant application, built
and operated a biodiesel processor, wrote a
25-page thesis about efficiency in biodiesel
production, and presented my research to
the community. The research skills and confidence that I gained as a result of this processes have continued to serve me in several
UROPs and in my MIT classes. I was offered
the chance to take charge of my education
and was amazed by what I learned and
produced.
In the classroom of tomorrow, all students will have the chance to pursue independent projects like my biodiesel processor. Instead of listening to lecture about
material they can teach themselves online,
students become map makers, creating their
own educations and gaining lifelong skills in
the process, learning through doing. In that
classroom, the students are essential.
Sam Shames is junior in Course 3
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WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe
I dropped a bird and I didn’t hear it hit bottom.

by Jorge Cham
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THE MIT EVENTS COMMITTEE BRINGS YOU:

MIT FALL
FESTIVAL
2012

with COMEDIANS

MICHAEL IAN BLACK
& HANNIBAL BURESS

Friday
October
5th
8pm

$10 MIT Students $20 Local Student, MIT Staff, Faculty and Affiliates
Buy tickets at tickets.mit.edu
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A duck seeks a willow shaded shore in the setting autumn sun at Spy Pond in Somerville.

REDUCE YOUR ACCENT NOW!
FREE SCREENING at mylanguagemaster.com

Learning English is not enough. You must speak clearly
with confidence and ease. Reduce your accent up to 90%.
FREE ACCENT SCREENING at mylanguagemaster.com.
Get a personalized assessment of your accented speech.
First person to respond to this ad gets one free session.

Legatum Lecture

The 2,400 Sq. FeeT Syndrome:
Entrepreneurial Solutions for the Other 86%
SPEAKER:

Vijay Mahajan
Professor,
University of Texas at Austin

Thursday, October 11 | 5:30 pm
MIT Sloan School, E62-223
Entrepreneurs need to focus on 86% solutions; products and services
for 86% of the worlds population living in developing countries.

FREE and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
http://legatum.mit.edu/lectures
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Sudoku

Are you a
tetris ninja?

Solution, page 12

8 3

7
5

Use your
powers
for good!

1 8
3

4 7 2
8
4
4 8

2
3 7
9
4
5 6 1

7
2
1 6

arts arts arts
arts arts arts
arts arts arts

news
news
news
news
news
news
news
news
news
news
news
news

arts
arts
arts

8

4

6 9

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Techdoku
Solution, page 12

20×

180×

24×

...by joining
the production
department at
The Tech!

24×

18×

15×

2

6

join@tech.mit.edu
2÷

opn
opn
opn
arts opn
arts opn
arts opn
spo spo arts arts opn
spo spo arts arts opn
spo spo arts arts opn
spo spo
l i f e arts f u n opn
spo spo
l i f e arts f u n opn
spo spo
pandarts f u n opn
l i f e l i flei f e f u n f u n f u n
l i f e l i flei f e f u n f u n f u n
l i f e l i flei f e f u n f u n f u n

20×

60×

22+

2

3

1−

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

At The Table by Bruce Venzke
Solution, page 12

ACROSS
1 Gallic word of gratitude
6 “Ornery” guy
10 Dolphin family member
14 Mythical hunter
15 Aware of
16 When shadows are
shortest
17 Missile holders
18 Bank guarantor
19 Get tired
20 Telltale sign
21 Warehouse machines
23 Except for
25 Most distressed
26 Bobby Darin tune
31 Banks (on)
32 Possible babysitter
33 Seek clarification
36 OPEC member
37 Some auction offerings
38 Pay-stub acronym
39 Soak
40 Wind-powered toy
42 Applied, as flattery

44 Radar gun target
46 Ambulatory
49 Big brute
50 Long-beaked wading bird
53 Released for home viewing
57 Subsequent
58 Encircled by
59 Draft depositor
60 Author Harte
61 Long look
62 Last Greek letter
63 “Mi __ es su . . .”
64 Lion King villain
65 Auto type
DOWN
1 Forest growth
2 Google exec Schmidt
3 Churn up
4 Crockett’s cap material
5 Ordain
6 Brazilian export
7 Cancel
8 Move slightly
9 Closes due to fog

10 Doing amazingly well
11 Pocahontas’ hubby
12 Covers thickly
13 Extreme unease
22 Converted attic space
24 TiVo precursor
26 MD’s orders
27 Prefix in aviation
28 Reward the cast
29 Dinesen’s real first name
30 Aficionado
33 Verdi masterpiece
34 Person from Paisley
35 Batman creator
37 Eroded
38 Data identifier
40 Ceramist’s equipment
41 Swelling reducers
42 Relay race segment
43 Well-chosen
44 Joe Jackson in Field of
Dreams
45 Welder’s adhesive
46 Hardball network
47 33 Down, for instance

48 Movers’ supply
51 All-in-one computer
52 Entertainer Minnelli

54 Turned blue, perhaps
55 Star in Lyra
56 Senior member
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Why students
should care
about politics

Many attend presidential
debate watching parties
Politics, from Page 1
opinions, what about the average student?
Rebecca Zhang ’15 pointed out, “The work we do is mostly
science oriented, but policies are what gets it put into practice,” citing her interest in energy as an example.
Will Drevo ’13 said that participating in politics was important even if solely for the purpose of “keeping politics out of
the way of innovation, not the other way around.”
While most people agreed there is a general interest in politics in the student body, Rishabh Kabra ’14 noted that it is less
prevalent than at other elite universities. “I have a class at Harvard and they have political discussions pretty often. We’re
not the type of environment where people go out of their way
to talk about politics. Instead, we have a laid back awareness.”
Kabra also noted that the student body seemed mostly liberal.
Abbey G. Bethel ’14 confirmed this, but added, “I don’t feel
that the majority is overwhelming.”
In 2010, The Tech’s politics survey found that 48 percent
of MIT students felt the Democratic Party best shared their
views, while only 9 percent identified with Republicans.
For those who are planning to vote, the issue of where to
register came up. Zhang registered to vote in Pennsylvania,
reasoning, “Voting in Massachusetts won’t really affect anything because it will always vote for the Democrat, but Pennsylvania is a swing state.”
When asked about their efforts in registering MIT students,
members of Democratic Senate candidate Elizabeth Warren’s
campaign representatives on campus declined official comment on short notice, but they pointed out that until October
17, MIT students can still register to vote every day in Lobby 10
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. using their MIT address.
This space donated by The Tech

SPERM DONORS

Solution to Crossword
from page 10

Earn up to
per month
Invest minimal time
Make a real difference in the lives of families
Receive free health and genetic screenings

APPLY ONLINE:

SPERMBANK.com
- convenient Cambridge location

What are YOU doing during IAP?
Work with MIT alumni through the
Externship Program!

Opportunities available NOW!
http://alum.mit.edu/students/externships
DEADLINE: Wednesday, October 10, noon
A program of the

Solution to Techdoku
from page 10

4
5
1
6
3
2

6
1
3
2
5
4

5
6
2
1
4
3

1
2
4
3
6
5

2
3
5
4
1
6

3
4
6
5
2
1

Solution to Sudoku
from page 10

1
9
5
6
2
7
8
3
4

6
2
4
8
5
3
9
1
7

8
3
7
9
4
1
2
6
5

3
6
2
4
8
5
7
9
1

9
5
1
7
6
2
4
8
3

4
7
8
1
3
9
5
2
6

2
1
3
5
7
8
6
4
9

5
8
6
3
9
4
1
7
2

Meet your
fellow tech staff.
(aka, your new 3 a.m.
pset support group)

join@tech.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541

7
4
9
2
1
6
3
5
8
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Writing professor
wins ‘Genius Grant’
Junot Diaz newest MacArthur fellow
Diaz, from Page 1
[the award represents] the freedom
to write, which for someone with a
full-time job is no small thing.”
The MacArthur Fellowship places heavy emphasis on creativity in
selecting recipients. Individuals
must be nominated for this award
in order to be considered. According to the MacArthur Foundation
website, the monetary award is
meant to allow its recipients to pursue their ideas freely when they otherwise might not have that luxury.
Junot Diaz is currently the
Rudge and Nancy Allen Professor
of Writing in Writing and Humanistic Studies. His published works include an anthology of short stories
called Drown (1996) and a novel
titled The Brief Wondrous Life of
Oscar Wao (2007). Diaz read an excerpt from his most recent collection of stories, This Is How You Lose
Her, in the Stata Center on Sept. 27.
This isn’t the first time Diaz has
won a major award. The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao won the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book
Critics Circle Award in 2008, and
appeared on many best-seller lists.
Still, Diaz said that he “never
imagined winning a MacArthur.”
“My imagination doesn’t run in
that direction,” said Diaz. “When
I was told, it was like one of those
little BASIC programs we used to
mess with when we were kids.
10 Stunned
20 Go to 10
RUN”
Junot Diaz was born in the Dominican Republic, but grew up in
New Jersey. In his works, he often

likes to explore the challenges facing an immigrant in a new country,
drawing upon his own experiences.
Yunior, a character who often recurs in his works, is a DominicanAmerican who is also from New
Jersey.
“I grew up wanting always to
be in books and later, when I was
a teenager, wanting to be an artist,”
said Diaz. “Only natural I’d become
a writer, given those preconditions.”
Before joining the faculty at MIT,
he received his B.A. from Rutgers
University and an M.F.A. from Cornell University.
Diaz explained, “A job at one of
the greatest schools in the world is
hard to turn down. But I stayed for
the brilliant students. I’ve been to a
lot of schools and my students here
have no equal. They are nuts half
the time, sure, but they are amazing
almost all the time.”
According to Diaz, despite attending a heavily technical school,
MIT students don’t seem to approach writing any differently from
other students.
“They have less time for it because of their other classes,” he
said. “It’s hard to generalize, but on
average, like many select college
students, my MIT youth tend not to
think of the arts as central to their
career paths. I’m here to argue the
opposite.”
As both a professor and an
award-winning novelist who was
once a college student, too, Diaz
has some advice for aspiring writers: “Read. And focus on being
an artist; we have way too many
entertainers.”

Think you’re funny?
Prove it!
Apply for a grant from the de Florez Fund for Humor.
MIT Students, staff, and faculty may all apply. Each
year, the fund supports projects that bring more
humor to campus.

Learn more — and apply
by October 12, 2012
shass.mit.edu/funny
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES, ARTS & SOCIAL SCIENCES

Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts Arts

Arts Arts Arts arts ArTS
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Book Review

Engineering miracles and unsung heroes:
A guide to Mars exploration
Destination Mars is a fascinating account of our quest for the secrets of Mars
By Roberto Perez-Franco
Staff Writer

By now you must have heard about
Curiosity, NASA’s latest robotic ambassador to Mars. It has been making headlines
for weeks, first with its nail-biting landing
sequence, fit for a sci-fi movie, and more
recently with its discovery of evidence of
streaming water in the Martian past. Curiosity is the stuff geeks dream about: a largely
autonomous laboratory on wheels, the size
of a small car and loaded to the brim with
the most sophisticated science equipment
ever sent to another world.
The pinnacle of Mars exploration, Curiosity, is just another iteration in an ongoing
exploration effort that has tested human
ingenuity for generations and pushed engineering to new limits. As the spotlight shines
on Curiosity, it is a humbling and enlightening exercise to review the perilous road that
led us here. I can’t think of a more timely
and enlightening reminder of that long and
proud lineage than Rod Pyle’s Destination
Mars: New Explorations of the Red Planet.

Pyle’s book is mostly a thorough and
enthralling retelling of the remarkable history of human exploration of the red planet,
from the ’60s to the present. A few editorial
mishaps notwithstanding, Destination Mars
is a remarkable achievement, and a truly
fascinating read.
The book wastes no time; it hooks you
from the start with an account of the landing and awakening of the first Martians, the
Viking 1 and 2. The second chapter, “Mars
101,” presents a dense primer on what we
know about the planet, and the third takes
a look back at how Mars has been seen and
imagined through the ages, from Babylon’s
mythology to Bradbury’s stories. From
Chapter 4 and continuing through the following 25 chapters, the book follows a
simple yet very effective one-two structure,
discussing a specific mission to Mars in one
chapter and then presenting the profile of
an individual involved with that mission in
the next. This quasi-parallel exposition of
the miraculous engineering and the brilliant engineers that created it, of the fascinating science and the visionary scientists

behind it, works like a charm.
We learn first about the Mariner missions that NASA launched between the
mid-1960s and the early 1970s, and then
more about the next generation of missions,
the Vikings. Pyle then takes us through the
twenty years of stagnation in Mars exploration, NASA’s return to Mars with the Mars
Global Surveyor in the early ‘90s, and the
first rover, Sojourner, in the late ’90s. Finally, Pyle reviews the more sophisticated
missions of the new millennium, including
orbiters such as the Mars Express, the Mars
Odyssey, and the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter; a polar, lander, the Mars Phoenix;
and of course the rovers Spirit and Opportunity, both of which delivered beyond
expectations.
Destination Mars concludes with a discussion of the technical details of the Mars
Science Laboratory, whose rover, Curiosity,
has lately generated so much hype. Subsequent chapters discuss how new missions
to Mars are being tested in inhospitable
environments on Earth and speculate on
how a future manned exploration of Mars

HHHHH
Destination Mars:
New Explorations of
the Red Planet
By Rod Pyle
Prometheus Books
September 2012
may look.
With about 300 pages of Martian soup
for the geeky soul, this book is a real treat,
and is definitely on my short list for gifts for
some of my friends. I cannot imagine any
of my MIT colleagues who would not be
captivated by the tenacity of the engineers
and scientists (some of them MITers themselves) and the ingenuity of the missions
that have been sent to Mars so far.

book review

Choose your own adventure, college edition
Weinersmith’s Trial of the Clones offers a variety of characters, story paths, and humor
By Steve Sullivan
Staff Writer

Many of us have fond memories of time
we spent in our younger years thumbing through choose-your-own-adventure
books. These novels, now known as gamebooks, were exciting because the reader
was responsible for the choices the character made and could spend time exploring different choices and story paths.
Zach Weinersmith, creator of popular web
comic Saturday Morning Breakfast Cereal
(SMBC), recreates and innovates upon this
magic for an older (though not necessarily
more mature) audience in the spacefaring
adventure Trial of the Clone.
Weinersmith uses role-playing elements
to make an interactive game book that gives
each read-through a very unique feel. Once
the hilariously sad history of my unattractive clone character was laid out, I entered
the Silene Monastery, a Jedi Temple-esque
building where monks spend time “amusing tourists and smoking slightly different
cultivars of marijuana.” Soon prompted to
choose a character class, I showed my MIT

pride by shunning the fighter and medic
classes for the engineer class. As an engineer, I would receive bonuses to certain
stats and have abilities that let me advance
down different story paths. I was given an
Alpha Ray gun that I used to subdue some
kids and their overbearing mothers and
steal their attention-enhancing drugs. By
the end of Trial of the Clone, I had an entire sheet of paper filled with my stat progression, character-defining aspects, and
inventory of usable items. Later, going
through the book as a fighter, I had to prove
my worthiness to my peers by drinking beer
and beheading fellow warriors with my
Plasmaster.
Upon graduating the Monastery, I arrived at the end of the first act and gained
two points to my Wits stat for being an engineer. The book is broken into five such
acts. I would need to win battles of brains,
brawn, and likability in order to progress
through the story; dying would reset me to
the start of my current act. Physical fights
consisted of trading blows with opponents
like soldiers or exotic monsters, while a battle of wits or charisma might involve repair-

ing a spaceship or trying to talk someone
out of killing you.
The book really shines by presenting
a huge variety of humorous situations for
the character to encounter; one minute my
character was the subject of a government
lab experiment and the next, I was in a temple fighting a statue of Jesus Christ riding a
lizard. However, the difficulty did become
an issue at times. I attempted multiple times
to get through Act 3 as an engineer, but my
low fighting ability served me poorly in the
numerous battles and I gave up. Going back
through Trial of the Clone as a bloodthirsty
fighter was easier, as physical conflicts
ended quickly and most fights of wits and
charisma could be won with luck (the book
augments fights with stat bonuses that are
determined by flipping to a random page).
I felt like these battles of wits and charisma,
as well as the inventory and character aspects, ended up underdeveloped.
Fans of SMBC will find plenty to love in
the humor of Trial of the Clone. Dirty jokes
about penis size and pornography are interspersed with more intellectual jabs at academia and popular culture. That said, the

Trial of the Clone
By Zach Weinersmith
Breadpig
October 2012
book’s main source of humor might be the
shame it heaps upon the main character.
Despite your choice-making abilities, you
are unable to prevent the protagonist from
producing countless bad puns and soiling
himself constantly.
Trial of the Clone began as a Kickstarter campaign that was made successful by
Weinersmith’s huge fan base. Weinersmith
proves he’s worthy of such support by crafting a funny, spontaneous, and culturally offensive adventure that changes every time
you read it. If you want to read a new, interactive spin on the choose-your-own adventure story, or just enjoy Weinersmith’s style
of humor, I would recommend picking this
one up.

Got Something to Say?

Get your
flu shot...
before the flu gets you!

Walk-in clinic:
Adults & MIT Students

Thursday, Oct. 11, 2012
MIT Student Center, 3rd floor
10 a.m.– 4 p.m.
For MIT students, MIT Medical
patients, all MIT employees, retirees

No appointment necessary. Bring your MIT ID card & insurance card.

mit.edu/fluinfo

Now you can!
Introducing comments
on The Tech’s website
Make your voice heard
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National Football League predictions, week 5
After defeating the Patriots, San Francisco 49ers will blow past Buffalo Bills
By J. Austin Osborne
sports staff

Philadelphia Eagles @ Pittsburgh Steelers
Sunday, Oct. 7 1 p.m.
Their wins are not pretty, but
they are still wins. The Eagles
won another close game last
week against the
Giants, becoming the first team
in NFL history to
win their first
three games by a
combined four points. Their defense looked outstanding all
night. Even without getting a
sack, they flustered Eli Manning
all game and forced him into
numerous bad throws. LeSean
McCoy broke free in the second
half for some huge gains and,
most importantly, this was Philadelphia’s first game of the year
with no turnovers. Pittsburgh
will be tough to beat coming off
the bye week, but they have not
looked very good so far this season. Expect the Eagles to get
through to Ben Roethlisberger
many times this game due to the
shoddy Steelers’ offensive line.
Prediction: 17-10 Eagles
Green Bay Packers @ Indianapolis Colts
Sunday, Oct. 7 1 p.m.
If Green Bay hasn’t seemed
like its normal dominant self,
that’s probably because they’ve
been
playing
against some really outstanding
defenses in the
early season. In
their shootout
with the Saints, Aaron Rodgers
threw for over 300 yards and 4
touchdowns. They overcame a
bad call on a fumbled kickoff
late in the game that allowed the
Saints to retain the ball, and they
walked away victorious. Off Indianapolis’ bye week, they
should have a fairly good game
plan going into this game. They
simply aren’t talented enough to
beat the Pack, however, and
Green Bay should win easily.
Prediction: 31-17 Packers
Cleveland Browns @ New York
Giants
Sunday, Oct. 7 1 p.m.
The Browns actually did a
good job hanging with the Ravens, but that shouldn’t be a
surprise. Even though they are
winless, they have stuck with every team they’ve played this

season, mostly due to their defensive play. The Giants are notorious for playing badly in the
early season, but
they have been
performing better this year.
Their
defense
has not played
to their Super Bowl potential,
but Eli Manning has been able
to bail them out of trouble. This
game, however, is a perfect set
up for a trap game for New York.
They play San Francisco next
week, and if they start looking
ahead to that game and let the
Browns hang around, Cleveland
could easily shock the Giants.
Prediction: 20-17 Browns
Atlanta Falcons @ Washington
Redskins
Sunday, Oct. 7 1 p.m.
Atlanta is considered the best
team in the NFC. They have
looked outstanding their first
four weeks, winning even when
they aren’t playing their best.
Matt Ryan looks
like an MVP, with
a 70 percent completion percentage and an 11-2 touchdown-interception ratio. Washington
won a crazy game last week
against the Buccaneers with a
game winning drive by Robert
Griffin III. He has certainly carried the Redskins into respectability, but they still are not good
enough to challenge Atlanta. Atlanta wins big.
Prediction: 34-10 Falcons
Miami Dolphins @ Cincinnati
Bengals
Sunday, Oct. 7 1 p.m.
Even in a loss, Ryan Tannehill had the best game of his
young career. He threw for over
400 yards and
nearly led the
Dolphins to an
overtime
win
over the undefeated Cardinals.
Tannehill has been improving
every week and is developing
into a serviceable starting quarterback. Cincinnati has been
clicking on all cylinders since
their week 1 loss to Baltimore.
Although
their
opponents
haven’t exactly been great
teams, Andy Dalton and A. J.
Green have been terrific in the
early season. The Bengals can
win a shootout with anybody,
and their defense can hold back

teams enough to get by.
Prediction: 28-13 Bengals
Baltimore Ravens @ Kansas
City Chiefs
Sunday, Oct. 7 1 p.m.
Baltimore did what they were
supposed to last week and beat
division rival Cleveland. They
played well although the score
was closer than
they would have
liked. Joe Flacco
had a great game,
and he looks to have really improved from last season. The
Chiefs have looked awful this
season, especially in their latest
game against the Chargers. They
had six turnovers that led to a 3720 blowout loss. Their offense
goes as Jamaal Charles goes, and
Baltimore knows that. Expect the
Ravens to shut Charles down and
win easily.
Prediction: 31-10 Ravens
Seattle Seahawks @ Carolina
Panthers
Sunday, Oct. 7 4:05 p.m.
Seattle has been one of the
most inconsistent teams this season. Fresh off their win against
the
Packers
(questionable or
not), they should
have been able to
come into St.
Louis and put in
a better effort than they did. Russell Wilson was terrible, throwing
3 interceptions in the game. He
really needs to play more consistently if the Seahawks want to
win the competitive NFC West.
Carolina almost topped the NFCleading Falcons last week, mostly
due to their ferocious pass rush
that sacked Matt Ryan seven
times. If they can get that kind of
pressure on Wilson, he will become flustered and the Panthers
may be able to squeak out a win.
Prediction: 17-13 Panthers
Chicago Bears @ Jacksonville
Jaguars
Sunday, Oct. 7 4:05 p.m.
Chicago looked great in their
win against Dallas, grabbing 5 interceptions and returning two of
them for a touchdown. The duo
of Jay Cutler and
Brandon Marshall was having
trouble producing so far this season, but they
seemed to figure it out last week.
Jacksonville relied heavily on

Upcoming Home Events
Saturday, October 6
Sailing vs. Brass Rat/Sir Ian McFarlane

8 a.m., Charles River

Football vs. Plymouth State University

1 p.m., Roberts Field

Women’s Soccer vs. Mount Holyoke College

5 p.m., Roberts Field

Denver Broncos @ New England Patriots
Sunday, Oct. 7 4:25 p.m.
Denver routed the Raiders
last week, largely on the arm of
Peyton Manning. Manning had a
great game going
30/38 for over
300 yards. The
Patriots, on the
other
hand,
looked terrible in
the first half, allowing the Bills to
gather a 14-7 lead at halftime.
Tom Brady then proceeded to
lead the Patriots on six straight
touchdown drives to end up
blowing out the Bills. This game
brings back memories of the epic
Peyton Manning/Tom Brady battles of old, but it may not turn out
that way. The Patriots are much
better than the Broncos and
Manning, while still a good quarterback, isn’t who he used to be.
Brady wins this one.
Prediction: 34-23 Patriots
Buffalo Bills @ San Francisco
49ers
Sunday, Oct. 7 4:25 p.m.
With the return of Fred Jackson, Buffalo should be able to
compete for a playoff spot in the
AFC this year. After scaring the
Patriots,
they
have shown that
they can hang
with the best
teams in the NFL, at least for one
half. If they can maintain that
level of play they should be fine
going forward. The 49ers returned to their form last week after losing to the Vikings the week
before. They absolutely dominated the Jets in every facet of the
game. They rushed for over 200
yards and their defense looked
outstanding the whole game. Expect them to blow past the Bills.
Prediction: 27-7 49ers
Tennessee Titans @ Minnesota
Vikings
Sunday, Oct. 7 4:25 p.m.
Chris Johnson finally had a
Chris Johnson-esque game, rushing for 141 yards. Even more im-

8 a.m., Charles River

The Tech is looking for
interactive graphic designers
to join its online media team.
No experience necessary. We’ll give you the tools to get you started.
This is a great way to gain valuable job experience, build a strong web
portfolio, and create designs that will be submitted for national awards.

For more information, email join@tech.mit.edu

pressive, his game came when
the Titans played the Houston
Texans, who have one of the best
defenses in the league. Minnesota has been surprising thus far
this season, coming up with their
third win against
the Detroit Lions.
They
returned
two kicks for
touchdowns and Percy Harvin
showed us why he is considered
one of the most explosive players
in the league. Their defense has
been outstanding for the past two
weeks, and their play is reminiscent of the team they beat last
week, the 49ers. If they continue
to play like this, they should be
able to grab a playoff spot.
Prediction: 17-13 Vikings
San Diego Chargers @ New Orleans Saints
Sunday, Oct. 7 8:20 p.m.
The Chargers are playing very
well at the beginning of the season, which is a good sign for San
Diego fans. They
have won largely
due to their great
rush defense that
forces teams into
mistakes.
The
Saints just can’t get a break. Still
winless on the season, it looks as
though this year is lost. Drew
Brees goes into Sunday Night’s
game looking to make history, as
he tries to throw a touchdown in
an NFL record 48 consecutive
games.
Prediction: 34-24 Saints
Houston Texans @ New York
Jets
Monday, Oct. 8 8:35 p.m.
Houston has easily been the
most impressive team in the
NFL. They won handily again in
another
allaround
game,
with contributions from their
defense, Arian
Foster, and Matt
Schaub. The Jets, on the other
hand, have looked like the least
impressive team. After being
blown out by San Francisco last
week, murmurs are starting
around the league as to whether
or not Mark Sanchez could lead
New York to a Super Bowl and if
backup Tim Tebow should get a
chance to start. If Sanchez looks
bad again this week, Tebow may
get that chance sooner than he
thinks.
Prediction: 34-7 Texans

Women’s tennis dominates
doubles against Wellesley
MIT takes first place in NEWMAC standings
By Phil Hess

Sunday, October 7
Sailing vs. Brass Rat/Sir Ian McFarlane

Blaine Gabbert last week rather
than their All-Pro running back
Maurice Jones-Drew. This proved
to be a bad decision, as they were
beaten handily by the Bengals
and failed to get anything going
on offense. Chicago will easily
take advantage of this stagnant
Jaguars offense.
Prediction: 30-7 Bears

daper staff

In a battle that would determine first
place in the New England Women’s and
Men’s Athletic Conference women’s tennis
standings, MIT swept the doubles matches against Wellesley College and then split the
singles matches to come away
with a 6-3 victory. The win
lifts MIT into sole possession
of first place in the NEWMAC
standings, moving the Engineers to 4-1
overall and 3-0 in the NEWMAC. Wellesley
fell to 3-2 and 2-1 in the conference.
In the rematch of last season’s NEWMAC championship match that was won
by Wellesley, MIT took two early points
in doubles play with 8-3 wins in both the
Nos. 2 and 3 matches. In what turned into
a battle at No. 1, the MIT team of Lauren C.
Quisenberry ’14 and Victoria Tam ’16 held
off the team of Diana Granger/Sojung Lee

with a 9-7 score.
Playing in the No. 1 singles slot for the
first time this season, Vynnie J. Kong ’15
kept the points going up for MIT as she
downed Erica Choo, 6-1, 6-4. Julia C. Hsu ’14
then delivered the victory for the Engineers
before Wellesley could get on the board.
Playing at No. 5, Hsu held off Abby Esrock
in the first set before going on to take a 7-5,
6-1 win.
Wellesley bounced back with a pair of
wins, with Catherine Matulis taking a 6-4,
6-2 win over Michelle M. Dutt ‘15 at No. 4
and Diana Granger getting a 6-4, 6-2 decision over senior Candace Wu at No. 2. In the
closest match of the night, Tam picked up
the final point for MIT with a 7-6 (0), 3-6,
10-7 decision in the No. 3 match.
Wellesley scored the final point of the
match in the No. 6 contest when Suzanne
Barth scored a 6-3, 6-3 win over freshman
Meghana Vasireddy.
MIT plays again on Saturday at Clark
University for a 1 p.m. match.

